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We develop the first software for SMEs for stable positioning in the online 
world and help them achieve their business goals! 

You can share this vision and you are an all-rounder with a focus on 
backend development? You can imagine taking responsibility for your own 
area in a young team? Free time management gives you quality of life and 
spurs you on to top performance in return? Then read on… 

 

 

Software developer (m/w/d) 
20h (from September 2022, Place of employment: Graz Umgebung, 

Innsbruck Land or remote) 
 

Why we're looking for you: 
 

• You are an expert when it comes to React (JavaScript / TypeScript) 
and you bring relevant experience with Laravel (PHP). 

• SQL databases are more than familiar to you. 
• You are looking for a job with meaning and you carry and shape the 

vision with us. 
• You are committed to an open and honest culture of discussion 

within the team and you are passionate about your work. 
• Together with our partners, you will create detailed specification 

sheets in order to build the MVP. 
• You will independently take responsibility for the entire backend. 

Together with our frontend developer you define the architecture of 
the software. 

• You are an essential part in building our software development 
department. 

• You are the right person to accompany the market launch with us 
and to further develop the software in close cooperation with our 
pilot customers. 
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What we offer in return:  
 

• You will work closely with the founders and be involved in decision-
making processes. 

• You will not be thrown in at the deep end – don't worry – because a 
thorough onboarding is important to us. You get time to familiarize 
yourself with our structure and the product. 

• You have the choice: Do you prefer to work in the Graz area, in 
Innsbruck-Land or completely remote? We are fine with your 
decision. 

• Through (start-up) events and trade fairs you will get to know new 
places and cities, stay up to date with the latest tech trends and have 
the opportunity to meet exciting personalities from all over the 
world. 

• We foster a strong learning culture and offer you the opportunity to 
use learning and information platforms during your working hours. 
We're not just talking about the advanced C++ course, but whatever 
interests you. You just commit to sharing your knowledge with the 
team. 

• What else you might like: MA notebook also for private use 
 
Now it's up to you! 
 
Send us your resume and tell us why we should invite you to lunch right 
away. 

For legal reasons, we would like to point out that a KV minimum salary of 
EUR 2,635.00 gross per month applies for full employment (entry level ST1). 
Although we planned a salary range from €2635 to €3150, determined on 
the basis of your qualifications and experience. 

Contact: 

wiasano OG 

Gert Prügger 
+43 699 11 01 03 53 
hallo@wiasano.com 

Alte Landstraße 21 
6060 Hall in Tirol 

Stellenanzeige als PDF downloaden [hier klicken] 

We are looking forward to your application! 

 

tel:+4369911010353
mailto:hallo@wiasano.com
https://wiasano.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Jobbeschreibung_Softwareentwicklung_20220110.pdf

